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Lesson 7

Final planning

Lesson venue

Classroom

Lesson duration

60 minutes

Student prior knowledge

Students should be familiar with how to create a 
presentation using PowerPoint or Keynote or create a photo 
collage, frieze or mural display.

WALT - We are learning to...

Finalise our photo presentation and make preparations for 
our art exhibition.

WILF - What I’m looking for...

TIB - This is because...

It will make sure that each team is coordinated, every 
member involved and we cover all aspects in our art 
exhibition.

Lesson preparation

Prior to the lesson teachers should organise the following:

• interactive whiteboard or data projector

• art materials (collage or mural option) as necessary

• laptop with PowerPoint or Keynote software

•  Activity sheet 7.1 - Exhibit title cards - hard copy to each 
group or interactive pdf version on student computers, 
laptops or iPads.

teaching and learning plan

•  I can decide on images that have good 
composition of colour and light and show 
interesting and dynamic aspects of football.

•  I can write an interesting interpretation of my 
artwork on title cards.

•  I can talk about my artistic interpretations with 
my teacher and other members of my team.

Teacher advice - Assessment

The Assessment rubric should be discussed with students 
prior to planning for their final presentations.

Lesson delivery

The following provides you with a suggested plan on how 
to deliver this lesson. You are encouraged to take a flexible 
approach and modify this lesson and its timings to suit the 
needs and abilities of your students.

1. Introduction (5 minutes)

In earlier lessons student groups created team logos, mascot 
masks and sourced images for a football photo presentation.

In this lesson they will finalise their photo presentations and 
ensure final planning is addressed for their Western Sydney 
Wanderers Gallery Goal art exhibition.

2. Finalising photo presentations (55 minutes)

The photo presentation is a class project where students 
use specially sourced images to create an engaging visual 
of the game of football. The presentation can take the form 
of one of the following:

•  PowerPoint or Keynote presentation (Asian music 
imbedded)

• photo collage

• frieze or mural display.

Music sourced by students should accompany each form 
of presentation.

3. PowerPoint or Keynote presentation option

In the previous lesson students sourced football themed 
images for their photo presentation. From their bank of 
images each group is to select five photos that they would 
like to include in the class photo presentation.

The images they choose should:

• be visually pleasing

• have an engaging composition of colour and light

• depict interesting elements of the game of football

•  have interesting compositions that are well balanced and 
dynamic.

Once groups have made their selections they should use 
the above criteria to justify their choices to the class.

Once presentations have been made the teacher should 
set up a PowerPoint or Keynote file and project it onto the 
interactive whiteboard or data projector. They then should 
model the insertion of photos into the file.

Students who are familiar with creating PowerPoint or 
Keynote presentations may also model this to the class. 
Once comfortable each group is to insert their images into 
the class presentation.

The PowerPoint or Keynote option should have music 
selections imbedded within the presentation. Ask the class 
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which music selections should be included and at what 
stage of the presentation.

If time allows teachers should ask students to include 
engaging transitional effects between their image slides and 
(or) graphics.

4. Collage or mural option

If the class decides on a collage or mural option they should 
work together to decide on its size, form and display. 
Throughout the lesson student groups take turns in making 
their contribution to the presentation.

5. Creating title cards for exhibits

Distribute Activity sheet 7.1 - Exhibit title cards - hard 
copy to each group or interactive pdf version on student 
computers, laptops or iPads.

In earlier lessons students created a team logo and mascot 
masks for display at the exhibition. For each of their 
displays they should also create title cards describing their 
work.

Title cards for the Western Sydney Wanderers logo should 
provide the audience with an understanding of each group’s 
selection of:

•  iconic images - iconic landmarks, flowers and plants, 
animals, symbols and images that represent the 
community or region represented by Western Sydney 
Wanderers. 

• colours - used in the logo design

•  emotions and feelings - that the logo is attempting to convey.

Title cards for each student mask should provide the 
audience with an understanding of:

•  cultural and artist and (or) artwork influences - that 
inspired its design

• colours used

•  emotions and feelings - that the mask is attempting to convey.

Students groups should complete their title cards while 
other groups are working on their PowerPoint or Keynote, 

collage or mural presentations.

6. Teacher advice - Final preparations

As students will soon be participating in an art exhibition 
you will have to make sure that all final preparations have 
been made.

With all exhibits completed you should collaborate with 
students to decide who the audience will be for their 
exhibition. The audience may be invited to the school or 
reached online and (or) through the use of media.

See Students modelling skills learnt provided with this unit 
for examples of the audience and ways in which it can be 
reached.

For live presentations teachers and students should inform 
the targeted audience well in advance of presentations to 
ensure a healthy attendance.

As part of their exhibition promotion, students could 
present their artworks to their targeted audience using 
internet-based technologies, including social media. 
Templates to promote your event (sent out in lesson 2) 
publicising your event and Information and Communication 
Technology (ICT), media and social media opportunities are 
provided with this unit to assist with promotion.

To ensure that all elements of their exhibition have been 
addressed ask students to revisit Activity sheet 1.1 - Our 
exhibition plan from Lesson 1.

Some questions to consider are:

•  Are there any aspects of the plan that haven’t yet been 
completed?

• What still needs to be done?

• Whose responsibility is it to complete these tasks?

• How can everyone help?

Out of class responsibilities are a great opportunity to get 
students involved. Allowing them to be part of preparations 
give teachers a chance to gauge whether they understand 
what it means to work as a team to achieve a common goal.

Good luck with your exhibition.

Nikolai Topor-Stanley, Defender

https://cms2.performgroup.com/dct/ffa-dtc-performgroup-eu-west-1/12987_FOOTBALL_School%20Resource%20Program_Students%20modelling%20skills%20learnt_Western%20Sydney%20Wanderers_u4xppcwr9l3a1x8mxqkok0xyg.pdf
https://cms1.performgroup.com/dct/ffa-dtc-performgroup-eu-west-1/12867_FOOTBALL_School%20Resource%20Program_Art%205-6_Western%20Sydney%20Wanderers_Templates%20to%20promote%20your%20event_pjdutzbxixjy10l5ihd7vtp9d.pdf
https://cms1.performgroup.com/dct/ffa-dtc-performgroup-eu-west-1/12867_FOOTBALL_School%20Resource%20Program_Art%205-6_Western%20Sydney%20Wanderers_ICT_1xm208uxc1nnt1276dv4ae2j0k.pdf
https://cms1.performgroup.com/dct/ffa-dtc-performgroup-eu-west-1/12867_FOOTBALL_School%20Resource%20Program_Art%205-6_Western%20Sydney%20Wanderers_ICT_1xm208uxc1nnt1276dv4ae2j0k.pdf



